Photo #9810, Photo Class: P2b Daffodils from Another Point of View.
Title: Ceylon Large and Small
Ceylon in water drops on Salsify wisp
Ceylon bloom photographed through water drops on Salsify seed wisp.
Photographer: Anne Owen!
Judge's Choice ribbon awarded by Judge Rebecca Brown

Photo #9697, Photo Class: P4c Daffodils with Animals or Insects.
Title: Woodpeckers Like Daffodils too!
Daffodils in snow with woodpecker
Daffodils in early spring
Photographer: Anne Owen!
Judge's "Best in Show" and "Judge's Choice" Awards

Judge's Choice ribbon awarded by Judge Sophie Niewiara

Photo #10185, Photo Class: P2b2 Daffodils from Another Point of View, Group 2
Title: The Other Side
Daffodil photographed made after a rain shower
Photographer: Ann Fulcher!
Judge's Choice ribbon awarded by Judge Karen Alesch

Photo #9575, Photo Class: P4b Daffodils with Children.
Title: Javon with daffodils
Javon Neighborhood children enjoying my daffodils.
Photographer: Melanie A. Paul!
Judges' "Best in Show" and "Judge's Choice" Awards

Photo #9657, Photo Class: P8 Youth Photographs.
Title: Cypress Gardens
Photographer: Kirsten McKenzie!
Judges' “Best in Show” and “Judge's Choice” Awards

Judge's Choice ribbon awarded by Judge Karen Spotts

Photo #10372, **Photo Class: P7 Daffodil Innovators.**
Title: Spotts admires innovations
Working in green sdl.1-158-17
Photographer: **Robert Darling**
Judge's Choice ribbon awarded by Judge Teri Carter

Photo #10255, Photo Class: P2a Composition of Daffodils.
Title: Textures
Flowers, coral and sea urchins.
Photographer: Patricia Munford!
**Judge's Choice ribbon awarded by Judge Andrew Niewiara**

Photo #10153, **Photo Class: P6c Multiple Stems of the same Daffodil Indoors.**

Title: Morgan le Fey

(from the King Arthur legend) looking at this photo reminds me of Morgan le Fey, King Arthurs’ half-sister and an enchantress

Photographer: **Melanie A. Paul**
American Daffodil Society -- Spring 2021 Daffodil Photography Show

Judges' “Best in Show” and “Judge's Choice” Awards

Judge's Choice ribbon awarded by Judge Ellis Rosenberg

Photo #10086, Photo Class: P6c Multiple Stems of the same Daffodil Indoors.
Title: Ginthers Gems
“Ginters Gems Frolicking in the Wind”
Hybridized by Brent and Becky Heath. Named for the Lewis Ginter Botanical Gardens in Virginia.
Photographer: Melanie A. Paul!
Judge's Choice ribbon awarded by Judge Linda Benzon

Photo #9700, Photo Class: P4b Daffodils with Children.
Title: Daffodil Princess
Daffodil Princess
The girl loves daffodils,
Photographer: Anne Owen!